. We have previously characterized the out the IT cortex in the context of a large expanse of stimulus-transcription-coupling specificity of this dualcortical territory that is responsive to visual objects. labeling approach as well as the temporal details of Conclusions: These results add to recent findings that both protein and mRNA induction [30, 31] . This techface-selective patches of various sizes exist throughnique has now been applied in this study to reveal neuout area IT and provide the first direct anatomical evirons in monkey inferotemporal cortex that were sepadence at cellular resolution for a hemispheric asymmerately activated by face and object stimuli. We show try in favor of the right hemisphere. Together, our results that face-selective neurons are widely distributed throughsupport the notion that human and monkey brains out the inferior temporal cortex but segregated into disshare a similarity in both anatomical organization and tinct focal clusters at any given level. We also report distribution of function with respect to high-level vithat the right IT has an overall higher density of facesual processing.
sive to both stimulus components. We used simulta- Figure 1C reveal that a greater overall density of faceselective neurons is apparent in right IT cortex, whereas neous immunohistochemical and nonradioactive in situ hybridization staining with two different fluorophores to object-selective or nonface neurons appear more or less uniformly distributed between the two hemivisualize activated neurons. This technique is based on the differential time course of zif268 mRNA and protein spheres. These results together show that although face-and object-selective neurons are widely distribexpression in response to synaptic stimulation and has previously been shown to provide a simultaneous disuted throughout the inferior temporal lobe, there is a striking spatial segregation in terms of their relative display of two neuronal populations driven by a sequential presentation of two different stimuli [30] .
tributions within any given plane. Microscopic analysis of area IT revealed three distinct populations of stained neurons ( Figure 1B) . Given Experiment II: Faces Followed by Nonface Objects We reversed the order of the stimulus sequence in the the Zif268 protein's functional role as a transcription factor, the immunopositive reaction product for Zif268 second experiment to ensure that the expected reverse expression pattern was also observed. The stimulus protein visualized with Alexa 488 tags (green fluorescence) was found only within the nuclear compartment sequence began with a 45 min presentation of conspecific faces followed by 15 min dark adaptation and then as expected, whereas the hybridization product for to the first experiment, there was some variability in the expression maps that presumably reflected individual We observed a clear segregation of face-and objectselective neurons within a given coronal section, and in differences with respect to their spatial layouts. As in the previous case, we used image captures at general, neurons were clustered together in terms of their functional specificity. Interestingly, double-labeled high magnification to render the distributions of object-selective (now mRNA-positive), face-selective (now neurons were often found near the spatial transitions of the two functional groups. Although in some instances protein-positive), and nonselective (double-labeled) neurons in block-face images in coronal section. A repthere was clear intermixing of the face-and objectselective neuronal classes, the dominant expression resentative sequence of ten such rendered block-face images shows the relative distribution patterns of the pattern reflected a focal concentration of each group. We found that the two distinct face-and object-selecthree neuronal classes ( Figure 2C ). As before, we observed a clear segregation of facetive neuronal compartments meander with respect to each other along the antero-posterior margin of the and object-selective neurons within a given coronal section, and in general, neurons were clustered totemporal lobe, encompassing cortical areas within both banks of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), inferior gether in terms of their functional specificity. Again, double-labeled neurons were often found near the spatemporal gyrus, and occasionally the fusiform gyrus and parahippocampal regions. An interesting finding tial transitions of the two functional groups, and in some instances, there was clear intermixing of the was that in some sections, the two functionally distinct neuronal clusters become overlaid so that face-selecface-and object-selective neuronal classes. We found similar patterns of distribution of the two classes of tive neurons occupied the superficial layers, whereas object-selective neurons were present in the deep layneurons compared to the previous experiment. These images provide evidence from a second monkey in ers (e.g., coronal plate ii in Figure 1C ). The images in which the two distinct face-and object-selective neuserved a striking segregation of face-selective ( Figure  3B , left) from object-selective ( Figure 3B , middle) neuronal compartments were found to meander with respect to each other along the antero-posterior margin ronal clusters, along with a few sparse areas having a mixture of the two ( Figure 3B, right) . of the temporal lobe. The labeled neurons in this second monkey also encompassed cortical areas within There were four important features that emerged after we completed the digital maps of IT cortex from the both banks of the superior temporal sulcus, inferior temporal gyrus, and occasionally the fusiform gyrus third experiment. First, the number of mRNA-positive neurons seemed to have decreased, whereas doubleand parahippocampal regions. We also noticed that object-selective neurons remained approximately equally labeled neurons appeared to form the overwhelming majority of those observed. Second, face-selective distributed between the two hemispheres, whereas face-selective neurons were found more in the right neurons (mRNA-positive) were either found in distinct clusters or intermixed in pools of double-labeled neuhemisphere. These results together strengthen the earlier observation that although face-and objectrons. Third, the face-selective neuronal compartments or scattered pools were distributed along the anteroselective neurons are widely distributed throughout the inferior temporal lobe, there is a striking spatial segreposterior axis of the IT cortex in a pattern that was similar to that found in the first experiment. And fourth, gation in terms of their relative distributions within any given plane.
face-selective neurons were consistently found to be more numerous in the right hemisphere than the left, The double-dissociation that was evident by way of the above two experiments showed that focal clustering whereas object-selective and nonface neurons were present in both hemispheres with no apparent bias toand spatial segregation of category-selective neurons is a salient feature of the primate ventral stream. Howward either one. ever, this finding would have added validity through a further demonstration of response specificity in conjuncThree-Dimensional Representation of Face tion with a particular stimulus category. Our goal in the Processing in IT Cortex third experiment was to present a stimulus sequence
The previously generated maps of face-selectivity were that assured mRNA-positive neurons to be exclusively volume rendered and superimposed on the volumetric associated with face stimulation. The stimulus set now representation of the anatomical images of the monkey included scrambled faces that were generated by an brain to obtain a three-dimensional (3D) representation image-scrambling filter that randomly segmented norof the distribution of face selective clusters. The result mal face images into polygons and dislocated them relof this treatment for each experimental condition was ative to each other. then cropped along the midline or the lateral sulcus and represented in two 3D hemispheres interleaved by a ventral view of the temporal lobes ( Figure 4A ). There Experiment III: Nonface Objects and Scrambled Faces versus Faces are three noteworthy points to consider in this figure. First, the image of each brain in lateral view arises from A third monkey was exposed to conjunctive stimulation-i.e., an alternating sequence of familiar objects a full reconstruction of the coronal data set at 300 m periodicity. The inhomogeneities that are apparent in and scrambled faces for 90 min ( Figure 3A ) (Condition CS). Normal faces were only presented during the last this image arise because of the frequency of spatial sampling and any small errors in registration. Neverthe-30 min of stimulation and interleaved with object and scrambled face presentations. We observed two cateless, the image portrays a fairly accurate depiction of a true lateral view of the vervet brain. Second, the funcgories of staining in the inferior temporal lobe after stimulation with this sequence-double-labeled and tional maps shown by way of the red patches appear aligned in a dorso-ventral fashion. This is due to the mRNA-positive neurons ( Figure 3B ). We take the latter group to be truly representative of face-selective neusampling procedure used to assemble these compound pictures whereby the existence of any focal rons because the terminal 30 min of stimulation was devoid of any other new variable except for the introclusters are extrapolated to the two adjacent sections. An important point to note from these images, however, duction of normal whole-face stimuli. The sudden expression of zif268 mRNA within these neurons could is that there are clear rostro-caudal periodicities in patch appearance, even though their boundaries may only have occurred in response to the presence of faces, and, therefore, the mRNA-positive cells exclube inexact because of sampling constraints. And third, a closer examination of this figure reveals that facesively represent the subpopulation of neurons that were only triggered by the face stimuli. As before, we obselective patches in inferotemporal cortex appear to be right hemisphere containing a higher density of facelus segment within our regime closely matched the mRNA and protein induction and decay curves of the selective neurons than the left hemisphere. There was also a significant reduction in the density of face-seleczif268 gene. Of particular importance in terms of functional mapping is our demonstration that differential intive neurons from Condition OF to Condition CS suggesting that the stringency of the stimulus selection duction of zif268 mRNA and protein products can be used to obtain a visual display of neuronal subpopulaand the sequence of stimulus presentation did indeed result in a more conservative estimate (w12%) of facetions that were separately triggered by two different classes of complex stimuli. . This is not unexpected because our stimulus set encompassed multiple views, image sizes, facial We have previously mapped the temporal details of zif268 mRNA and protein induction (after stimulation expressions, and retinotopic loci. Given that our objective in this study was to reveal the total subpopulation onset) as well as decay (after stimulation offset) [29, 31] . The design of our stimulation regime in the present of neurons that are broadly face selective, it was expected that a higher proportion of stained cells would set of experiments was based on the data from these earlier studies. Accordingly, the duration of each stimube evident from that revealed in single-unit studies. 
